Seoul, May 12, 2017

THE SEOUL DECLARATION
The Asia-Pacific Music Creators Alliance1 (APMA) gathered music creators together in Seoul
to call for respect for music creation and stronger protection to preserve our culture and
values.
While it is the best time for audiences to enjoy music on many innovative platforms, in order to
ensure the sustainability of music creation, it is imperative that some important issues be
addressed.
1.

While it is encouraging to see that the demand for music is booming in the digital age,
the efforts of music creators are not recognized accordingly, reflected by the fact that
they are not remunerated fairly. Technology is developing by the minute. There has
been revolutionary transformation in the way that music is being consumed.

However,

the copyright protection regime for creators has not caught up with these changes.
2.

The problem of copyright “buyout” is a particularly serious problem in Asia
Pacific. Many music creators, reluctantly, assign the copyright in the musical works
they have created in exchange for a lump sum. This unfair phenomenon should be
prevented. Stop the unreasonable exploitation of music creators! Their efforts should
be fairly remunerated.

3.

Many countries in Asia-Pacific still provide only 50 years plus life protection for music
creators. The protection term should be extended to at least 70 years plus life so that it
can meet the international standard.

We call on governments, policy makers and lawmakers to improve
the current copyright protection legislative regime, such as fixing
copyright “buyout” problem, extending copyright protection term to
at least 70 years plus life, and avoiding abuse of “safe harbour”
regime.
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The Asia-Pacific Music Creators Alliance comprises music creator organizations and
individuals in 15 countries and regions: Australia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea,
Macau, Malaysia, Mongolia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and
Vietnam.

